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Executive Summary
The Education Standards and Quality Report covers the period from August 2018 to
August 2019 and brings together in one document some of the key highlights in respect
of improving life chances for the children, young people and communities of North
Lanarkshire.
Ensuring that all learners can achieve their full potential regardless of where they come
from is a key driver for improvement in North Lanarkshire. The Standards and Quality
Report sets out some of our achievements this session in delivering on that ambition.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Education and Families Committee:
1. Note the contents of the Standards and Quality Report
2. Agree to further updates being presented at a future committee

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority

Support all children and young people to realise their full potential

Ambition statement

(6) Raise attainment and skills for learning, life, and work to
enhance opportunities and choices

1.

Background

1.1

Education and Families aims to provide the highest quality education services to our
children and young people.
This Standards and Quality Report 2018-19 provides some of the highlights and key
messages on the progress made towards achieving our improvement priorities
across education establishments and local communities last session.

1.2

Removing the barriers to achievement and ensuring excellence and equity for all is a
key priority for North Lanarkshire Council. Through our work with young people and
their families and with our communities and partner organisations, we are committed
to making North Lanarkshire a place where everyone is able to live, learn, work,
invest and visit and have opportunities to make an effective contribution to their
communities.

1.2

This Education and Families Standards and Quality Report is designed to serve three
purposes:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

To provide all stakeholders and the people of North Lanarkshire with the
performance information across the 6 NIF drivers and against our
improvement priorities to measure how well we are improving educational
outcomes for young people their families.
In line with external grant funding, we are required to summarise the
outcomes and performance of the Pupil Equity Fund Programme at authority
level. The Scottish Government have acknowledged that in order to reduce
bureaucracy and duplication, we can link this reporting requirement to the
existing statutory requirement under the Standards in Schools etc. Act 2000
(as amended by the Education (Scotland) Act 2016. This requires us to
prepare an annual report describing local authority activity to: (a) reduce
inequalities of educational outcome experienced by pupils as a result of socioeconomic disadvantage and (b) achieve the strategic priorities of the National
Improvement Framework. The Standards and Quality Report allows the local
authority to meet those requirements. The Standards and Quality Report will
be shared with all stakeholders and forwarded to Scottish Government.
To provide the information required to contribute to the Scottish Government’s
annual report on the 6 NIF drivers for improvement.

2.

Report

2.1

Education and Families has developed approaches to service delivery to successfully
implement a range of national and local educational aims and priorities. The aim is to
ensure that every child and young person is equipped with the skills they need to
lead successful and fulfilled lives and to contribute positively to their local
communities and to the national economy.
The 2019 Standards and Quality Report sets out examples of the progress we have
made in achieving those improvement priorities. The Standards and Quality Report
also highlights some of the highly effective and innovative practice taking place in

classrooms and schools, across education establishments, and with families and
local communities to combat the effects of poverty on children and their families.
We have used the 6 National Improvement Framework (NIF) drivers to document
evidence of improvement:
• Performance Information
• School Improvement
• Assessment of children’s progress
• Parental Engagement
• Teacher professionalism
• School Leadership
In addition to highlighting our strengths and successes we have also identified key areas
for development and next steps in order to deliver excellence and equity and to ensure
better outcomes for children, young people, families and communities.
3.

Equality and Diversity

3.1

Fairer Scotland Duty
There are no equality or diversity issues linked to this report

3.2

Equality Impact Assessment
There is no requirement to carry out an impact assessment.

4.

Implications

4.1

Financial Impact
There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.

4.2

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
There are no HR/Policy/Legislative impacts arising from this report. 4

4.3

Environmental Impact
There is no environmental impact arising from this report.

4.4

Risk Impact
There is no risk to the local authority linked to this report.

5.

Measures of success

5.1

Continue to raise attainment and achievement for all young people and develop the
necessary skills for life and work.

5.2

Continue to work in partnership with parents and carers to support their children’s
learning and to work with them on the most effective ways they can support the life
and work of establishments and schools.

5.3

Support headteachers in their work to develop schools fit for purpose in the 21st
century and which meet the needs of the local community.

6.

Supporting documents

6.1

Appendix 1 – Standards and Quality Report 2018-2019

Janie O’Neill
Head of Education (North)

STANDARDS AND QUALITY
2018/19
NLC Education and Families

[Email address]
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Foreword
It is my pleasure to introduce you to the Standards and Quality Report for the period August
2018 to June 2019 for North Lanarkshire Council’s Education and Families Directorate.
This year has also seen a number of changes in the way we think about and deliver our
services in North Lanarkshire, through the formation of Education and Families, bringing
together Education, Children’s and Justice Services. We continue to deliver high quality
experiences for our young people across North Lanarkshire, but hope that by working ever
more closely with colleagues from across Education, Social Work and Justice, we can effect
real and lasting change in the lives and fortunes of all in North Lanarkshire. We will do this
by continuing to develop and nurture partnerships across schools, businesses, community
organisations and public services.
Over this session we have seen several changes in the leadership team in the new
Directorate, and I would personally like to express my thanks to all those colleagues
involved for the seamless way that we have come together to implement improvements to
the services we provide.
Session 18-19 saw the completion of several new campuses in Cumbernauld and Airdrie,
where high quality education is provided in state of the art facilities, adding to the already
considerable improvements that have been made across the school estate in the last few
years.
We continue to benefit from Scottish Attainment Challenge and Pupil Equity Fund funding
from Scottish Government. The impact of this funding is described in this report.
Importantly, this funding is being used to make inroads into closing the poverty related
attainment gap.
Progress under each of the key drivers is given in this report in the National Improvement
Section towards. This shows a range of important improvements across a range of
indicators.
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Our renewed and sustained focus on Developing the Young Workforce is being positively
impacted by using local labour market intelligence regarding growth areas for a sustained
future across North Lanarkshire. Importantly, in the past session we have achieved our best
ever figures for young people achieving positive destinations from school.
That said, we recognise there are still challenges to overcome in seeking to ensure the most
positive outcomes for all of our communities, urban and rural, and we will continue to work
on delivering services in the most effective way.

Derek Brown
Executive Director
Education and Families
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Our Context
North Lanarkshire occupies around 181 square miles in the Central Belt of Scotland. The
area is mainly urban with some rural areas. There are three main urban areas in North
Lanarkshire: Cumbernauld and Kilsyth, Airdrie and Coatbridge, and Motherwell and Wishaw.
The council area has a population of 340,000, making it Scotland’s fourth largest local
authority.
In 2017, the council established the North Lanarkshire Fairness Commission to develop
policy recommendations aimed at tackling poverty and inequality in the area and the
recommendations have been reflected in The Plan for North Lanarkshire
The vision for North Lanarkshire is to be ‘a place to live, learn, work, invest and visit’. This is
embedded in The Plan for North Lanarkshire which was approved and published in March
2019 and is based on an analysis of the area and the challenges and opportunities that exist.
The chief executive was appointed in September 2018, and this has created a new energy
and focus within the council. The change in the way services are delivered is centred on:
•

•

•

Education and families – from birth and early years, through education and on to
positive destinations. This includes children and families social work, child protection
and justice services.
Enterprise and communities – focusing on economic regeneration to benefit the
working age population. This includes maintenance of the council’s assets (roads,
buildings, greenspaces), waste and regulatory services, and community engagement.
Adult health and social care (Integration Joint Board) – focusing on older adults to
ensure they receive the care and support that is right for them.

One of the council’s key priorities is supporting children and young people to realise their
full potential. This includes reducing childhood inequalities, which is a priority for both the
council and its partners.
The council receives additional funding as one of nine Scottish Attainment Challenge
authorities. Scottish Government guidance says that this funding should be used to target
support for children affected by poverty to achieve their full potential.
Best Value Audit Report May 2019
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Our Plans and Priorities
One Place - One Plan

The Plan for North Lanarkshire [929kb] sets the direction for the
council and partners. Its purpose is to communicate the shared
priorities and provide a focus for activities and resources.
The Plan for North Lanarkshire is a high level strategic document that
outlines a long-term vision for North Lanarkshire - a vision where
North Lanarkshire is the place to Live, Learn, Work, Invest, and Visit.
Informed by evidence
An analysis of the area profile shows that North Lanarkshire has seen a number of successes
in recent years, but there are also challenges. This analysis provides the evidence that has
informed the direction for The Plan for North Lanarkshire.
While trends show strong improvements in a number of key indicators relating to economic
growth, investment, employment, and educational attainment, there are still unacceptably
high levels of deprivation and child poverty, and clear areas of inequity and inequality
remaining.
This means that not all of North Lanarkshire's people share equally in the improving picture,
and there is an element of social exclusion across some of our towns and communities.
Shared ambition
The Plan for North Lanarkshire is therefore a Plan with a vision of inclusive growth and
prosperity. It's a Plan with a shared ambition that aims to ensure the benefits that this
brings reach all our communities, and there is a fairer distribution of wealth.
The Plan for North Lanarkshire integrates the previous council Business Plan, previous
ambition reports, and the North Lanarkshire Partnership (NLP) Local Outcomes
Improvement Plan (LOIP).
Priorities
To deliver the shared ambition of inclusive growth and prosperity, The Plan comprises five
complementary priorities which are to:
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Improve economic opportunities and outcomes.
Support all children and young people to realise their full potential.
Improve the health and wellbeing of our communities.
Enhance participation, capacity, and empowerment across our communities.
Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base

•
•
•
•
•

Our vision for education and supporting all children and young people in North
Lanarkshire to reach their full potential is central to The Plan. We do this in the following
ways:
Excellence through raising attainment:
Ensuring that every child achieves the highest standards in literacy and numeracy, set out
within Curriculum for Excellence levels, and the right range of skills, qualifications and
achievements to allow them to succeed.
Achieving equity:
Ensuring every child has the same opportunity to succeed, with a particular focus on closing
the poverty-related attainment gap.
Our service will deliver both excellence in terms of ensuring children and young people
acquire a broad range of skills and capacities at the highest levels, whilst also delivering
equity so that every child and young person should thrive and have the best opportunity to
succeed regardless of their social circumstances or additional needs.
The key priorities for our service are those currently outlined in the National Improvement
Framework:
•
•
•
•

Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and numeracy
Closing the attainment gap between the most and least disadvantaged children
Improvement in children and young people's health and wellbeing
Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school-leaver
destinations for all young people

In order to achieve these priorities, the work of our service is underpinned by a robust
quality improvement framework which delineates the respective responsibilities of service
and establishment-based staff.
The framework is organised around the NIF drivers and aims to support all education staff
to:
•
•

ensure educational outcomes for all learners are improving;
address the impact of inequity on wellbeing, learning and achievement;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

consistently deliver high-quality learning experiences;
embed progression in skills for learning, life and work from 3-18;
further strengthen school leadership at all levels;
improve the quality and impact of career-long professional learning;
extend and deepen partnerships to improve outcomes for all learners;
increase learning for sustainability; and
tackle unnecessary bureaucracy

Drivers of improvement
The framework uses the NIF Key drivers of improvement as a focus and structure for
gathering evidence to inform actions designed to produce further improvements.

These areas have been identified to ensure that we have the right type of evidence sources
to contribute to our priorities. The links and connections across these key areas are essential
to enable continuous improvement.
Investing in Infrastructure
North Lanarkshire Council is committed to delivering high quality educational provision in
learning environments fit for learning and teaching in the 21st Century. Our aim is that all
young people attend schools which are modern, safe, well-resourced and welcoming, and
which provide an environment for effective teaching and learning in the 21st century. Newly
completed projects are detailed below.
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Area
Airdrie

Sector
Primary Education

Airdrie

Primary Education

Cumbernauld

Secondary Education

New Build Projects
New build shared campus for St
Edward’s and Tollbrae Primary
schools
New build amalgamated
Petersburn and Dunrobin Primary
schools into Hilltop Primary School,
NC and LCSC
New build Cumbernauld Academy
and Cumbernauld Theatre

Scottish Attainment Challenge
‘Whole school reforms, particularly those that are informed by research evidence and focus
on improving attainment by using effective pedagogies, have a shared strategic plan that
encompasses academic, social and emotional learning; are supported by significant staff
development and are data driven, multi-faceted and consistently monitor impact on
attainment…. provide the best strategy for closing the poverty related attainment gap.’
Joseph Rowntree Foundation Report: Closing the Gap in Scottish Education, May 2014
A recent corporate restructure within North Lanarkshire combining Education, Children’s
Services Social Work and Criminal Justice to create Education and Families has created
opportunities to work in a more integrated and coherent manner with a strategic focus on
enabling more effective collaboration. The specific priorities and objectives built in to We
Aspire – the plan for North Lanarkshire as the area to Live, Learn, Work, Invest, Visittogether with the national Empowerment agenda create additional momentum to integrate
SAC and PEF approaches within individual school settings with the shared aim of raising
attainment and closing the poverty related attainment gap.
Drawing on wide ranging evidence from research and the conclusions of the Joseph
Rowntree Report and other research, the Scottish Attainment Challenge in North
Lanarkshire will continue to drive improvement through its focus on high quality learning
and teaching. This encompasses relational skills and interventions to effectively improve the
life chances of our most disadvantaged children and young people. The approach is
underpinned by a continuing use of data and an improving culture of professional
collaboration which is becoming embedded across the organisation.
A focus on Career Long Professional Learning frameworks is leading to strengthened
capacity and is the main driver for ensuring a sustainable and long term impact. Approaches
and interventions are subject to ongoing evaluation by a dedicated team of researchers and
data analysts and this approach will continue to be further strengthened with all
researchers previously aligned under various workstreams now combined under a single
heading of an Innovation and Improvement Hub. Lessons from effective interventions
delivered by Education and Families, including work within the Scottish Attainment
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Challenge, illustrates the importance of research informed practices and the development
of this research hub will enable all schools to access support to research informed
approaches. This hub will facilitate more effective support for schools, helping schools and
services to develop bespoke approaches in conjunction with other colleagues e.g.
Psychological Service and CIS, and will build on the greater connectivity and integrated
working between partners within Education and Families and Health and Social Care.
Furthermore, the hub will be supported by effective professional training and development
resources and focus on practitioner and collaborative enquiry.

Attainment Challenge Highlights 2018/19
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The introduction of the Self-Improving School system continues to evolve and
develop with a recent shift to a greater level of autonomy for Family Groups. This
has resulted in family groups having more valuable and productive discussions
regarding their identified priority and a clearly defined role in supporting
‘Empowering Clusters Agenda’.
Last session there was a shift to a greater level of autonomy for family groups in
relation to the working of the Self Improving Schools programme. Family groups set
shared priorities, and in these shared priorities, there was a clear increase in family
group’s confidence ratings after having a meeting which focused on them.
Joint work with South Lanarkshire Council schools continued, as did the input from
the Robert Owen Centre and the University of Glasgow. Schools reported that this
cross-authority collaboration positively impacted their practice and that of the
practitioners involved. Last session, some family groups involved teachers in the
programme, thus promoting universal engagement in collaboration to ensure best
outcomes for children and young people.
A key aspect of our learning was the potential for developing stronger connections
to all areas within Education & Families. This included increased partnership working
and planning leading to improvement not only within the 35 Keys to Success schools
but across all schools and establishments in North Lanarkshire.
ACEL data shows that the gap within Literacy and Numeracy has narrowed across the
authority for P1, P4, and P7. This gap has narrowed significantly in our 35 Key to
Success schools for P1 and P7. Data highlighted that the picture was not as positive
in P4 writing and S3 numeracy and further investigation and support will be required
in these areas.
The ongoing development of the Learning Hub continues to contribute to
professional learning in literacy, numeracy and health and wellbeing with positive
impact on staff knowledge, skill and confidence.
A range of system/technical changes has resulted in cultural change, in particular a
stronger focus on partnership working and building internal capacity to reduce the
dependency on outsourcing training and support but instead tap in to the skills and
talents of our existing workforce.
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•

•

•

We are continuing to enhance our approach to leadership development and to
further integrate the work of SAC across all of Education and Families including
creating opportunities for more tailored development through a blend of resources
which are aligned to the improvement priorities outlined in the National
Improvement Framework. This will support leaders across our Education and
Families Service to develop leadership skills, enhance professional learning and lead
improvement.
A more robust approach to evaluation and reporting, with support from Educational
Psychologists and Researchers, is having a significant impact on improving outcomes
for targeted groups of children and young people.
A clear plan of activities provided by the SAC team gives clarity of where the
interventions sit within the process of improvement and the following table gives an
indication of some of the areas of work initiated and supported by the Attainment
Challenge team.
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Literacy
There continues to be a clear national and local commitment to improving literacy
outcomes for children and young people. A strong focus on the 35 identified Keys to
Success (K2S) schools and those pupils living in Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD)
1 and 2 have successfully targeted resources where they are most needed. A range of
approaches including improving pedagogy in the Broad General Education, Continuous
Lifelong Professional Learning opportunities and supporting pupils’ progress though
targeted interventions have resulted in the attainment gap in literacy narrowing across all
measureable stages in North Lanarkshire schools.
The figures in the Table 1.1 LIT indicates the percentages of children and young people who
have achieved the expected level for their stage.
The light blue highlighted row and figures in bold within the table above indicates the
averages across North Lanarkshire Council (NLC) within the particular measure.
Interventions delivered through SAC have an impact on all schools under a universal offer of
support for programmes of work and importantly through training for all staff to ensure
sustainability alongside improvement.
Table 1.1 indicates that:
Taking into account the averages across all schools in North Lanarkshire Council the ACEL
data shows that the gap within Literacy has narrowed from 2017/18 to 2018/19 across the
authority. This is for all measurable stages.
Literacy Coaching continues to work well and has evolved into an essential role within our
schools as we strive to close the poverty related attainment gap. Intervention Progress
Trackers submitted by schools demonstrate the embedded practice of robust assessments
supporting and monitoring our most vulnerable pupils.
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Table 1.1 LIT: Closing The Gap – all NL schools.
ACEL data for Literacy for all schools in North Lanarkshire
Gap Between SIMD 1-2 and 9-10
2016

2017

2018

2019

SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
All Schools SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
L&T
77.67% 90.47% 12.79% 77.01% 90.84% 13.83% 77.28% 93.39% 16.11% 80.86% 90.73%
9.87%

P1
P4
P7
S3

R

P1
P4
P7
S3

W

P1
P4
P7
S3

80.54%
71.15%
67.16%
86.22%

94.55%
90.64%
79.15%
95.67%

14.01%
19.49%
11.99%
9.44%

76.94%
73.44%
69.04%
89.70%

89.63%
88.86%
87.54%
97.39%

12.70%
15.42%
18.49%
7.69%

78.05%
76.21%
70.79%
84.33%

93.71%
92.25%
90.28%
97.85%

15.66%
16.04%
19.49%
13.51%

80.20%
77.05%
78.99%
87.50%

91.24%
86.53%
89.15%
95.53%

11.04%
9.48%
10.16%
8.03%

75.37%

88.58%

13.21%

71.45%

86.77%

15.32%

70.43%

89.83%

19.40%

74.30%

88.53%

14.23%

72.05%

86.14%

14.09%

66.45%

84.96%

18.50%

67.05%

86.64%

19.59%

70.88%

86.32%

15.44%

76.30%
70.32%
64.21%
84.57%

76.16%
64.36%
57.00%
83.26%

92.73%
87.68%
76.78%
94.74%

89.70%
82.27%
74.88%
94.12%

16.42%
17.37%
12.57%
10.17%

13.53%
17.91%
17.89%
10.86%

69.03%
63.97%
65.44%
89.16%

85.98%
79.71%
83.85%
97.68%

64.99%
57.33%
58.05%
87.56%

86.59%
79.43%
77.05%
97.10%

16.95%
15.74%
18.42%
8.53%

21.59%
22.10%
19.00%
9.55%

69.59%
65.33%
65.92%
81.46%

66.42%
59.89%
62.01%
80.64%

89.94%
85.83%
88.06%
96.31%

87.11%
81.28%
82.78%
96.62%

20.34%
20.50%
22.13%
14.85%

20.68%
21.39%
20.77%
15.98%

73.15%
67.01%
70.68%
86.92%

70.89%
61.43%
66.03%
85.90%

90.15%
80.47%
86.82%
95.81%

87.59%
78.45%
83.46%
94.97%

16.99%
13.46%
16.14%
8.89%

16.70%
17.02%
17.43%
9.08%

Numeracy
As with Literacy, there is a continued focus on supporting numeracy across North
Lanarkshire, especially in the 35 K2S schools. Similar approaches are being introduced to
close the poverty related attainment gap. These include pedagogy in the BGE, ongoing CLPL
and support for pupils through targeted interventions with a particular focus on those living
in SIMD 1 and 2.
Table 1.1 LIT: Closing The Gap – all NL schools.
ACEL data for Literacy for all schools in North Lanarkshire
Gap Between SIMD 1-2 and 9-10
2016
2017
2018
2019
SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
All Schools SIMD 1-2 SIMD 9-10 Gap
N
73.80% 89.36% 15.55% 71.08% 88.18% 17.10% 72.11% 89.18% 17.07% 73.07% 88.91% 15.84%

P1
P4
P7
S3

81.66%
68.79%
57.00%
82.04%

94.55%
92.12%
73.93%
95.05%

12.88%
23.32%
16.94%
13.01%

75.86%
63.77%
58.22%
87.92%

88.22%
86.04%
80.74%
97.97%

12.36%
22.27%
22.52%
10.05%

77.97%
65.94%
61.69%
83.59%

92.45%
85.56%
83.89%
96.00%

14.49%
19.62%
22.20%
12.41%

78.98%
68.95%
68.27%
76.35%

92.34%
83.50%
86.30%
93.58%

The figures in Table 1.1NUM indicate the percentages of children and young people who
have achieved the expected level for numeracy at their stage based on ACEL data. The light
blue highlighted row and figures in bold within the table above indicate the averages across
North Lanarkshire within the particular measure. The table shows the gap has narrowed at
all stages except for S3. Whilst there is evidence of progress in numeracy, there is a need to
accelerate the pace of the numeracy support programme to reflect the national picture.
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13.36%
14.55%
18.03%
17.22%

Numeracy Coaches within every primary school have embarked on 12 months CLPL resulting
in them stating they feel they have improved in their practice and also notice improvements
in other school staff’s practice. The programmes used; SEAL, Catch Up Numeracy, Sumdog
and Mathematical Growth Mindset have all been welcomed by staff with initial data
showing positive impact on attainment.
Health and Wellbeing
A programme of bespoke CLPL, including embedding a culture and ethos of nurture across
all schools has given staff opportunities to enhance their skills in delivering quality Health
and Wellbeing programmes to children and young people with a particular focus on
responding to the needs of those who have experienced adversity.
Nurture Self Evaluation
Analysis of the staff evaluation data highlights that confidence in knowledge of nurture and
the nurture principles positively increased upon completion of the training, thus equipping
practitioners to build upon nurture within their establishments.
Table 1.1 HWB: Understanding of the impact of Solihull on practice.
A practitioners perspective
Since attending the Solihull training, my practice has improved in the
following areas:
70%

Percentage of Practitioners

60%
50%
40%

64.8%

63.4%

52.8%

49.3%
41.5%
37.3%

40.8%
31.0%

29.6%

30%

18.3%

20%
10%
0%

3.5%

2.1%
2.8%
0.7%

2.1%0.7%
I understand
children's emotional
development

Strongly Agree

I understand the
importance of
establishing a
containing,
reciprocal
relationship
Agree
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21.8%
8.5%

2.1%
1.4% 2.1%

2.1%

13.4%
5.6%
2.1%

I understand that all I make use of the Solihull training has
behaviour is a form resources within the enhanced multiof communication
Solihull pack
agency partnership
working

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

As evidenced in Table 1.1 HWB, data from the Health and Wellbeing interventions show that
staff have more confidence and knowledge of the Solihull Approach, evidencing that they
can transfer this knowledge to practice. This has impacted on the learning environments,
resulting in them being more nurturing with attuned staff.
Enhancing parent/child relationships has been supported through the Solihull Approach and
VIG/VERP programmes resulting in parents reporting a deeper understanding of children’s
needs and measurable increase in closeness and reduction in conflict in the parent/child
relationship.
The Seasons for Growth, Physical Active Health Programmes, Attainment Mentor
Programme and Club 365 have all contributed to improving outcomes for identified children
and young people with evidence of children becoming more resilient and focused on
learning as a result of the interventions.
Community Learning and Development (CLD)
Evaluation of CLD has continued to demonstrate a pattern of increased attunement
between parents/carers and child as well as communication with CLD, schools and other
agencies. Many parents/carers reported a benefit from a better understanding of particular
areas resulting in increased engagement in their child’s learning. Parents/carers have
benefitted from being upskilled in maximising family learning at home.
CAMHS Attainment Challenge Team has an established ‘Telephone Pre-referral
Consultation’ which has resulted in appropriate and timely referrals which have encouraged
a whole school approach to managing children’s mental health problems. There is however
potential for further joint working and understanding of this initiative to increase the impact
for children and young people.
Summary
Throughout session 2018/19 the Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC) team in North
Lanarkshire has continued to implement its evidence informed approach to raising
attainment and closing the poverty related attainment gap in literacy, numeracy and health
and wellbeing.
In addition to the above, SAC has created greater opportunities for a more connected
approach with the themes of collaboration and partnership linked to sustainable and long
term improvement.
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Pupil Equity Fund
Background:
In session 2018-19 Pupil Equity Funds of £8.835m were distributed to all primary, secondary
and special schools across North Lanarkshire. In accordance with previous practice all funds
were downloaded directly to schools and the individual sums ranged from £6,000 to
£148,800.
Of the 156 schools in North Lanarkshire who received funding, 100% of them have either
fully spent or committed their allocations for 2018-19 by the end of the academic year, June
2019.
The local authority has developed a robust financial framework for Pupil Equity Funding,
which separates all Pupil Equity Fund expenditure from core school budgets. Historically a
separate cost centre had been created for every school receiving Pupil Equity Funding and
this practice continues and ensures that all such expenditure at a school level is not
subsumed within the wider school budgets and can be easily tracked and monitored.
Guidance and Support:
National guidance was issued to help schools plan how they will most effectively invest their
Pupil Equity Funding allocation to improve the educational outcomes of children affected by
poverty.
After engagement with headteachers and a public consultation on public contracts, a
framework was developed over the period of June – December 2018 to support
headteachers around highlighting possible interventions associated with specific companies.
The framework consists of 10 categories (lots) with a total of 96 individual approaches being
outlined and costed. The framework supports headteachers in ensuring best value
alongside financial accountability. Headteachers were invited to attend information
sessions and given clear guidance on use of the framework.
Administration and Finance Assistants (AFSs) have been given additional training around
procurement and have provided support to headteachers to ensure compliance around
financial regulations. As a further support mechanism, a series of drop-in sessions,
facilitated by the Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC) Programme Lead Officer and
Procurement Support Officer, were held throughout the financial year to support our
headteachers in the administration and spend of their PEF.
In addition, and as a precursor to the SAC/PEF framework being established, we issued
advice and a menu of evidence-based interventions which we know can make a difference
to closing the poverty related gap in North Lanarkshire. The Menu of Interventions was
based on our experiences of 3 years of Scottish Attainment Challenge interventions and
support, co-ordinated by officers working collaboratively with school leaders across
Education and Families. The menu of interventions outlines numerous possibilities from
costings around additional staffing to outlines of various projects around music, sport etc. It
also signposts headteachers to authority partners who would be able to provide support in a
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myriad of possible interventions. The establishment of the framework over a 4 year period
will now subsume the Menu of Interventions.
Reporting:
Head teachers submit broad outlines of their plans for PEF as part of their school
improvement planning process and discussions with the Continuous Improvement Service
ensure a focussed and individual approach for each school. The Continuous Improvement
Officers for schools have been involved in the discussion and implementation of plans as
part of the continued quality assurance process with schools.
A large percentage of schools have used their PEF money in 2018/19 to appoint additionality
within their staffing complement in order to focus and take forward various measures and
interventions. Health and wellbeing continues to be a major focus, shortly followed by
literacy and numeracy.
The following three graphs give an indication of the number of schools within each sector
who have a PEF intervention within a particular category.

NLC Primary Schools PEF Priorities 2018/19
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NLC Secondary Schools PEF Priorities 2018/19
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Greater integrated working:
There has been an increased focus around the joint working between SAC and PEF to ensure
developments in approach to support improvement in attainment, whilst retaining the
efficacy of each programme. This is highlighted by the recent formation of a Pedagogy Team
which offers bespoke individual packages to each school over varying timescales to support
improvement. Crucially, the Pedagogy Team will also work in close partnership with our
team of Assessment and Moderation Leaders and Education Support Officers within SAC, in
order to enhance the confidence of our school staff in making teacher judgements in
relation to the achievement of a level. This model for improvement ensures that we are
building sustainability and capacity in future proofing the legacy of improvement in North
Lanarkshire.
Discussions have also taken place around the formation of a joint SAC and PEF Project
Board. The Board would operate within a wider governance structure with the Lead Officer
for SAC and PEF, working alongside various members of the Senior Leadership Team and
Elected Members, who would provide support and challenge to the ongoing process of the
programme. The Chair of the Board would be the Executive Director who would have
responsibility for providing approval and decisions affecting the project’s progress and
delivery.
North Lanarkshire Council will continue to support headteachers next session in various
ways. A Lead Officer overseeing both Pupil Equity Fund and Attainment Challenge will
continue to be responsible for liaising with partners so that the Menu of Interventions
alongside the SAC/PEF Framework reflects the wider partnership working across the
authority.
Schools continue to evidence the impact of the various interventions and the impact
statistics we are receiving from schools is in various forms. Some are using hard data and
statistics around attainment whilst others are using various means to evidence improved
health and wellbeing e.g. Leuven Scale, Boxall Profiles etc.
Over the next few pages we have provided examples of the types of support offered by five
of our schools (4 primaries and 1 secondary) to children, young people and their families as
an illustration of the wider PEF activity currently taking place in the local authority to close
the poverty related attainment gap.
Primary School 1
School 1 serves a wide catchment area with 52% of children living in Scottish Index of
Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 1-3 and free meal entitlement (FME) is 15%. In August 2018, 2
Language and Communication Classes opened within the school and last session £72.000 of
Pupil Equity Fund was allocated to the school.
Nurture Class- Sunshine Room
In response to the addition of the Language and Communication Support Centre (LCSC) in
the school, a decision was made to use PEF funds to have staff trained in understanding
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attachment theory, trauma and Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). They used funding
to train a teacher to achieve accredited Nurture Teacher Status which will enable them to go
forward for a Nurturing Schools Award. Furthermore, funding was used to create spaces
where children requiring social and emotional support can flourish in a safe haven, which is
quiet and calming. A number of teaching programmes and resources have been purchased
through PEF to enhance their Nurture provision, such as Art/Music Therapy, Seasons for
Growth, Nurturing Schools and Solihull Training. Key staff have also been trained in
supporting pupils’ mental wellbeing.
Their Nurture Class supports three core groups of children from P1 – P7. The children have
the opportunity to experience a creative, tailored curriculum which focuses on supporting
literacy and numeracy skills whilst developing essential skills in emotional wellbeing through
experiences such as Yoga, Mindfulness and the Daily Mile. These interventions have helped
manage stress and anxiety within the targeted pupils, and enabled them to be in a much
better place to learn. Data from Leuven Scales and Boxall profiles demonstrates that this
has impacted positively on their attainment.
Primary School 2
School 2 has a pupil roll of 181, with 76% of pupils living in SIMD 1 and 2. Pupil Equity
Funding for last session was £62,500.
School 2 identified Primary 3 as a cohort of pupils in particular need of support with literacy
and numeracy and PEF funds were used to implement a number of measures and
interventions.
Literacy
PEF funding was used to facilitate a Literacy Coach into two classes, and intelligent use of
Progress in Reading Assessment (PIRA) data gave trackable diagnostic information about
learners. The DHT worked with a focus group, prioritising reading as a monitoring focus and
continually upskilled teachers in their ability to use class-based interventions.
Impact
PIRA scores showed 31% of children scoring in the lowest band in June 2018; this was
reduced to 11% by June 2019. In June 2018, under 60% had been on target to achieve first
level reading and 76% actually achieved the level. In addition, only 17% had been identified
as on track to achieve first level writing and 62% achieved the level.
Numeracy
PEF funding was used to put a range of numeracy interventions in place. A Numeracy Coach
worked with both classes and intelligent use of newly purchased Maths Assessment for
Learning and Teaching (MALT) data provided trackable diagnostic information about
learners. The increased focus on mental agility through the use of SEAL and Number Talks
has improved attainment in pupils, and upskilled staff in class-based interventions.
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Impact
A further 13 children performed at average or above levels in standardised assessments and
86% of pupils involved achieved appropriate curriculum for excellence levels.
Primary School 3
School 3 is a large denominational Primary School with 23.5% of children living in SIMD 1
and 2. PEF allocation for session 2018-2019 was £40,800. PEF funds allowed School 3 to
implement a number of sustainable health and wellbeing initiatives, involving both pupils
and parents.
An Inclusion Support Teacher worked with Primary 7 pupils on peer mediation, and the
Principal Teacher joined these sessions so that this would be sustainable. Data from the
questionnaires, and from observations, evidenced that this was having a positive impact on
relationships at the senior stages. Children completed pre and post questionnaires and data
shows that their engagement with peer mediation techniques has had a positive impact.
The Principal Teacher has since worked with Primary 6 pupils on peer mediation techniques
and plans to continue this next session.
PEF allocation was also used to train 3 teachers on Seasons for Growth training for pupils,
and 1 teacher undertook Seasons for Growth training for adults. Two separate pupils’
groups ran last session, with the first being jointly facilitated by the school’s educational
psychologist. Data from the pre and post questionnaires indicate that all children involved
benefitted positively from the sessions.
A further need was identified for a small number of parents within the school who had
experienced significant loss and had voiced to school staff that they were struggling
emotionally. A Seasons for Growth group for parents ran for the first time last session,
hosted by the trained class teacher and educational psychologist, and the feedback was
overwhelmingly positive. The parents involved have made connections with each other and
also formed positive and productive relationships with the school. It was also noted that
the pupils of the parents involved in the group appeared more settled in class and at play,
following the adult sessions. Parents involved reported that they felt more able to process
their grief and that their relationships and interactions with their child(ren) had improved
significantly as a result.
Primary School 4
School 4 has a school roll of 264, with 32.2% of children living in SIMD 1 and 2. Last session,
£67,200 of PEF was allocated to the school.
PEF funds were used to target specific families to engage in family learning programmes to
upskill them to be better able to support their children at home. All P1 parents were engaged
in Active Literacy and Read Write Count workshops and there was a 97% turnout across a
variety of other workshop opportunities. Children have benefitted from the additional input
in literacy activities at home. Funding was also used to upgrade all infant library resources
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and to further resource home book packs for P2 and P3. Parents were trained to deliver and
administrate this project, ensuring sustainability moving forward. Parental engagement has
improved significantly as a result of these workshops and home book packs.
PEF allocation was used to upskill staff in the use of Number Talks and SEAL, and this was
supplemented by purchasing numeracy resources. Staff confidence has improved
significantly, which in turn has increased pupil attainment.
External partners were also engaged, using PEF funds, to delivery growth mindset,
entrepreneurial approaches and collaborative play practices. This was hugely successful in
raising pupil engagement and confidence and the school is beginning to see raised
attainment as a result of this.
Secondary School 1
Pupil Equity Funding provided this High School with the opportunity to provide a series of
interventions to improve the ability for all pupils to engage constructively with the
curriculum. A writer in residence post was created to enhance the qualities of pupils’
writing techniques (Martin Stewart, Scottish author).
The journey of their experiences is encompassed within a book and details the various
strands adopted to provide a robust and meaningful intervention ranging from developing a
new approach to creative writing incorporating dialogue, use of the narrative and editing
techniques. As well as the detailed writing steps, the book also incorporates the pupils’ final
creative pieces and some Learning and Teaching guidelines for possible future use by other
educational establishments.
As a result of this, pupil work has been upskilled significantly; there is a marked difference in
the pupils’ confidence, independence, maturity of expression and editing and redrafting
skills.
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Performance Information
“The attainment of children at important points of transition is showing improving trends,
particularly in reading and numeracy. The inspection confirmed the local authority’s own
self-evaluation that there has been an increase in attainment across all schools as shown in
standardised test data.” HMI July 2018
Attainment across all schools and closing the gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children. (Early – Level 3)
North Lanarkshire has continued to make notable progress in all measures of attainment
and progress in closing the attainment gap between the most and least deprived children.
Children and young people throughout their Broad General Education (P1 – S3) are assessed
regularly to ensure they are making expected progress. At the end of each year teachers at
P1, P4, P7 and S3 stages report on the Achievement of a Curriculum for Excellence Level
(ACEL) for their pupils. These professional judgments are based on a wide range of
assessment evidence and are moderated between schools.
This year all areas in primary and all bar one of the areas in secondary school have seen
improvements in the percentage of pupils achieving their appropriate level from 2018 to
2019. Notable improvements include:
•
•
•
•

P1 Writing has seen an increase of 5.09% and Reading of 4.01%.
In both P4 & P7 Numeracy has seen a good increase – 2.82% and 4.58% respectively
89.40% of P7 pupils achieve their appropriate level in Listening and Talking.
P7 Numeracy in particular has seen a significant rise year on year rising from 68% in
2016 to almost 76% in 2019.
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Closing the Gap
North Lanarkshire Council has continued to make sustained progress in closing the poverty
related attainment gap between the most (SIMD 1-2) and least (SIMD 9-10) deprived pupils.
The graph below shows that in nearly all of the ACEL measures from P1 – S3 the gap in
attainment between the most and least deprived has closed from 2018.
2018
Primary
P1
P4
P7
Secondary
S3

Numeracy
2019
Change

2018

Reading
2019

Change

2018

Writing
2019

Change

Listening and Talking
2018
2019
Change

83.14%
72.88%
71.22%

84.98%
75.67%
75.75%

1.84%
2.80%
4.53%

76.09%
72.90%
75.63%

80.14%
73.96%
78.21%

4.04%
1.06%
2.58%

73.51%
68.02%
71.73%

78.57%
70.29%
74.05%

5.05%
2.27%
2.32%

83.48%
80.78%
79.35%

84.59%
81.88%
83.25%

1.11%
1.09%
3.90%

88.78%

84.75%

-4.02%

87.00%

90.09%

3.09%

86.54%

89.09%

2.54%

89.37%

90.77%

1.40%

Improvement in attainment: Senior Phase
The 2019 SQA results point towards a continually improving picture of academic success in
North Lanarkshire schools and centres. As well as the excellent work being done in our
schools and centres some of the success of pupils is due to the senior phase work led by
Education and Families, which has resulted in secondary schools working together and
sharing resources to increase the range of options and awards for pupils in S5 and S6.

Whole School Measure

2015 NLC %

2019 NLC %

% Increase

S4 5+ Awards (A-C) at National 5
S5 1+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

38.0
52.6

39.4
54.8

1.4
2.2

S5 3+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

30.7

33.0

2.3

S5 5+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

11.7

12.5

1.8

S6 1+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

56.5

58.5

2.0

S6 3+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

39.8

40.9

1.1

S6 5+ Awards (A-C) at Higher

26.0

26.7

0.7

S6 1+ Awards (A-C) at Advanced Higher

12.4

12.4
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SQA Results Highlights 2019
•

The overall picture in North Lanarkshire highlights that almost 40% of pupils in S4 attained
5 or more qualifications at National 5 compared to 41% in 2017/18 and 38% in 2015 when
the qualifications were introduced.

•

Performance in SQA examinations for S5 and S6 pupils continues to improve with a
substantial rise in performance over the past decade.

•

The percentage of S5 pupils achieving one or more awards at Higher has risen once more
to 54.8% from 54.5% last year. This continues the improving trend since August 2015
where the figure stood at 52.6%.

•

Almost a third of young people in North Lanarkshire (33%) achieve 3 or more Highers at
S5, again significantly up from the 2015 figure (30.7%). Similarly, 12.5% of young people
now achieve 5 or more Highers at S5, again showing a sustained improvement.

•

There were sustained increases in the proportion of S6 pupils leaving with Highers. 58.5%
percent left with at least one Higher, a rise on the previous year, and a significant increase
from 2015 (56.5%).

•

The percentage gaining Advanced Higher qualifications has remained fairly stable.
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Improved Attainment Trends:
The 8 graphs below show the improving performance in attainment in Senior Phase
across North Lanarkshire (blue unbroken line) together with the linear trend in
improvement across the authority (red broken line) over the past five years.
Attainment Senior Phase SQA Results: An improving picture of academic success in
North Lanarkshire in recent years.
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Closing the Gap

The graph above shows that in nearly all SIMD deciles and especially in the most deprived
areas, pupils leaving school in North Lanarkshire leave with a higher number of
qualifications than those across Scotland.

Developing the Young Workforce
We have a strong track record in delivering a curriculum which provides children and young
people with skills, qualifications and experiences to enable them to succeed in learning, life
and work. This is reflected in the increasing number of young people entering and sustaining
positive post-school destinations. In 2017/18 93.5% of North Lanarkshire young people
entered a positive post-school destination. This represented a 1.7% increase on the previous
year and was our best performance to date.
In 2017/18 the percentage of young people in a positive and sustained school leaver
destination has risen to 92.5% - a 1.2% on the previous year.
67.9% of senior phase school leavers continued their education within Higher or Further
Education establishments. This is higher than the national average (67.6%) and reflects the
ongoing work undertaken on widening access to such pathways.
The percentage of senior phase school leavers entering employment increased to 22.7%
from 20.8% in the previous year.
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In 2017/18 more than 65% of schools saw an increase in their school leaver destinations.
A wide range of council-wide initiatives and curricular opportunities ensured our young
people across ASN and mainstream schools developed skills and experiences and obtained
qualifications and awards required to flourish in life beyond school.
These include: accessing the important entitlements set out in the Career Education
Standard, a broad and diverse range of vocational education opportunities, access to
opportunities within the Apprenticeship Family, access to wider achievement opportunities,
access to a range of ‘widening access’ programmes, engagement in a variety of enterprise
and employability opportunities.
Post-School Positive Destinations/Employability Hub
Community Learning and Development Workers deliver Activity Agreements which support
young people aged 16-19 years who are not in employment, training or education into
positive destinations. Young people with additional support needs experience significant
barriers to employment. Many of the young people present a number of challenges
including reluctance to engage with services, low skill and attainment issues, poverty and
coping with a range of adverse childhood experiences such as family breakdown.
During the year 2018/19 performance data indicates that 77 young people were supported
with an Activity Agreement. Of the 57 completed the programme during the same year, 54
(94%) progressed into a positive destination i.e education, training, employment or
volunteering.
Developing the Young Workforce Delivery Plan 2019-2021
North Lanarkshire Council views Developing the Young Workforce as a whole-council
priority which requires a shared ambition, a single, intentional approach and collective
efforts if we are to achieve the target set out as a National Improvement Framework
priority:
“ improvement in employability skills and sustained positive post-school leaver
destinations for all young people.”
The Delivery Plan was launched in May 2019 for implementation across 2019 -2021 and is
organised within three distinct sections:
•

THE UNIVERSAL GUARANTEE for all children and young people focusing principally
on the entitlements set out in the Career Education Standard, Work Placement
Standard and School/Employer Partnership Guidance.
“A focus on preparing all young people for employment should form a core element
of the implementation of Curriculum for Excellence with appropriate resource
dedicated to achieve this.”
Education Working for All! Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce
2014
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“Curriculum for Excellence is designed to transform education in Scotland leading to
better outcomes for all children and young people… providing them with the
knowledge, skills and attributes they need to thrive …. and fulfil their social and
intellectual potential and benefit the wider economy.”
Building the Curriculum 4 2009

•

THE ADDITIONAL OFFER allowing targeted groups of young people to experience a
wide range of opportunities and work-related learning experiences and qualifications
to best meet their needs and prepare them to succeed in life beyond school.
“We want a school curriculum that works for all young people. We want to see a
better aligned system which provides genuine choice and enables smooth
progression for learners.”
15-24 Learner Journey Review

•

THE INTENSIVE OFFER ensuring all young people have access to a rich curriculum
where there is excellence and equity leading to positive outcomes for every child
and young person, leaving no-one behind.
“Support for young people at risk of disengaging from education and for those who
have already done so should focus on early intervention and wide ranging sustained
support. This should relate to labour market demand and should be focused on
helping young people engage on labour market relevant pathways…”
Education Working for All! Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce 2014

To assist in the successful delivery of the plan, in addition to the strong and effective
partnership planning and delivery across council services and with key partners, every
school will have:
•
•
•
•

a designated DYW lead practitioner
a School Improvement Plan DYW focus
links with other council services with an employability focus;
access to ongoing career long professional learning opportunities; access to
practitioners, including teachers with appropriate STEM capability; support and
challenge around the DYW agenda.
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Engagement
HMIE Engagement
North Lanarkshire Council schools had 15 inspections from HMI during 2018/19 across all
sectors. 7 of these were short model inspections and 8 were full inspections. Most of the
inspections have been positive with the majority of the evaluations being good or better.
Inspectors have found that most schools are making good progress on ensuring health and
wellbeing, equality and inclusion with one school evaluated as excellent. Staff work together
well to include children and to overcome barriers to learning. Most schools are satisfactory or
better in leadership of change.
Good quality learning and teaching continues to be an area of strength along with raising
attainment and children’s progress within the authority with most inspection evaluations being
satisfactory or better across sectors. Welcoming, supportive and nurturing school environments
was a recurring theme.
Inspectors found confident, hardworking, courteous and well behaved children who are eager
to learn. Positive relationships between teachers, staff and children which support a
purposeful and nurturing learning climate, characterised by mutual respect was also
highlighted.
Over the last year Inspectors saw only two schools with weaknesses they felt warranted extra
support. In these cases Education Scotland continues to engage with schools supported by
officers from North Lanarkshire.
Key strengths highlighted in individual schools included the outstanding, inclusive support
which is offered to children, particularly those who require significant additional support with
their learning, Young people developing skills for life and work very well and staff who are
committed to professional learning and actively engage in leadership activities to support
children’s learning and achievement A more collegiate approach to self-evaluation and planning
for improvement is a theme from a number of inspections as well as the positive ethos that was
found by inspectors during most of the school inspections. Head teachers and senior leaders
taking forward wellbeing and inclusion has resulted in children feeling safe nurtured and
supported across the schools.
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Inspection Evidence 2017/18

Individual Indicator Ratings across all 15 schools inspected
Ensuring Wellbeing & Achievement

Raising Attainment

Learning Teaching and Assessment

Leadership of Change
0
V Good

2

4
Good

6
Satisfactory

8

10

12

14

16

Weak

Source: NLC Data and Performance 2018

Validated Self-Evaluation Visits 2018-19
Validated Self-Evaluation (VSE) is designed to support establishments on their journey to
excellence by testing the effectiveness of an establishment’s own self- evaluation processes
in raising standards. A VSE visit allows the establishment to confirm that their processes are
effective and have a positive impact on learning and teaching.
In session 2018/19 Continuous Improvement Officers and the VSE teams undertook 16 visits
to schools across the authority.
Many of the key areas of strengths were similar to those highlighted in national HMI
inspection evidence.
Key Areas of Strength identified in VSE Visits 2018/19
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The warm, welcoming and nurturing ethos
The positive relationships in the school between staff and pupils
The leadership of the head teacher
Staff commitment to school improvement and the wider work of the school
The use of data to support school improvement

Next Steps Identified in VSE Visits 2018/19
1. Opportunities for assessment and moderation across the school should continue to
be developed and rolled out to include cluster moderation
2. Greater focus on learners leading their own learning
3. Greater consistency in classroom practice including differentiation, pace and
challenge
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4. Continued development of Pupil Voice
5. Further development of quality assurance procedures to support excellent in
learning.
Pupil Engagement
Our young people across North Lanarkshire
•
•
•
•

learn about their right to participate voluntarily in decision making
are enabled to participate through a variety of ways of expressing their views
have a say in shaping educational provisions in their setting and beyond
learn through participating in decisions within a wide variety of educational activities
and processes leading to meaningful impacts and outcomes

Learner participation in schools and ELC settings includes all of the ways in which children
and young people engage in practices and dialogue with educational staff, parents, carers,
and community members to create positive outcomes and changes, and our young people
are ably supported to do this in school settings through Pupil Councils, Pupil Voice Groups,
participation in a wide range of Committees, and focus groups in school.
In terms of wider opportunities, pupil representatives from across all North Lanarkshire
schools are invited to participate in the annual Pupil Conferences of which there are five
taking place throughout the year – Senior Phase, Secondary Broad General Education and
three Primary Conferences, one each in North, Central and South areas.
These conferences provide an opportunity for young people to come together to discuss
issues, to give feedback on areas of the Council’s work and to present innovative and
exciting practice in their own schools.
In session 2018-19, the inaugural Senior Pupil Leaders’ Conference was held in the
Motherwell Concert Hall, and was attended by representatives from all of the 23
mainstream secondary schools. This was an opportunity for pupils to meet directly with
Senior Officials from Education and Families and with the Convener of Education to discuss
key issues and developments. This very successful event will now form part of the annual
Pupil Engagement Calendar.
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Senior Pupil Leaders’ Conference
Feb 2019

Assessment and Moderation
During the session 2018-19 the following areas developed in line with North Lanarkshire Council’s
five year plan to roll out a robust, reliable and sustainable approach to cluster moderation.
1. All Head Teachers have received regular information sessions from the Assessment and
Moderation Team. The Assessment and Moderation Team presented to Head Teachers and
SLT referencing the plan for the future and the process in place to roll it out to all
establishments.
2. CLPL was offered to staff via the CPD Manager, whereby over 100 staff members completed
the six session training on Assessment and Moderation. This then allowed them to return to
their own establishment and disseminate the information to their schools and to promote
and encourage links with cluster Pedagogy Practitioners in order to begin a more collegiate
approach to assessment and moderation, at cluster level.
3. A number of staff, also attended West partnership training and participated in an event at
the Tweedie Hall in Linwood with the seven associated authorities. This event was useful for
staff to plan and attend an event at this level and take that experience and knowledge back
to their own establishment.
4. Links were made with South Lanarkshire Council and collaborate learning took place with
secondary staff attending a session which outlined a plan for taking forward Assessment and
Moderation within the secondary school. This opened up conversation and allowed NLC staff
begin the journey to plan for session 2019-20.
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5. Early Years staff attended an information session, led by colleagues who have already
embarked upon the journey and who were willing to share their plan and the benefits of this
practice to other colleagues.
In session 2019-20 the plan is to aim for a more consistent, planned approach across the clusters and
for Head Teachers to approach this as a priority on their SIP. This should begin to be embedded in
the annual calendar with cluster planning and moderation taking place at least twice a year.

Club 365
Our successful Club 365 programme has continued to expand with 23 hubs now in operation
across all localities. Primary school-aged children receiving free school meals are entitled to
benefit from the service, which provides a hot meal at lunch-times every day throughout the
year, at weekends and school holidays. Different models of delivery have been tested,
including working with third sector providers, and early analysis has demonstrated this to be
a success. We have received Scottish Attainment Challenge funding to support the activitybased learning element of the programme. We continue to monitor the performance of the
initiative and are currently developing a model to assess the impact of the programme on
the educational attainment gap.
Parental Engagement and Partnerships
Education and Families has a dedicated Parental Engagement Team (PET) fully committed to
supporting parents and parent council members.
There is a North Lanarkshire Parental Engagement Action Plan 2017 – 2020 in place which
sets out our actions and progress made in meeting targets which were identified by our
parents.
•

Supporting and developing parental engagement in schools

•

Developing better communication with parents

•

Supporting parent councils

•

Developing and maintaining an effective complaints procedure

•

There are Parent Consultative Group meetings (PCG) throughout the year. Information
and Training in 2018/19 included:

•

Criteria Led Selection Training for members of parent council who wish to be part of the
appointment process of senior posts in their schools.

•

Welcome to the Parent Council - Role of Office Bearers

•

Parent Council Essentials Training- provides lots of ideas for running an effective Parent
Council.

•

Helping to Improve Your School:
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(i) What makes a good school?
(ii) What is a school improvement plan and your role in creating it?
(iii) How can a Parent Council help a school to move forward and improve?
Effective Meetings - How the Parent Council can learn to set agendas, how to plan and run
committee meetings and AGMS. The session also looks at how to get the most out of
meetings and conversations for everyone involved, through proper planning and fine-tuning
communication skills including use of digital media.
North Lanarkshire’s Parental Engagement Strategy recognises that parents are partners in
education and encourages their involvement in the life and work of the school.
Schools prepare an annual improvement plan which takes account of the local authority’s
strategy on parental engagement and includes the school’s own proposals to improve
parents’ engagement in their children’s learning. The local authority through the
continuous improvement service ensures that all plans show how parents were involved in
the decision making and to what extent the plans were created and agreed with parents.
As part of the Scottish Attainment Challenge and the Pupil Equity Fund Programmes a wide
range of interventions and approaches are in place in North Lanarkshire which support and
encourage parental involvement in their children’s learning, promote family learning and
which remove some of the practical barriers to parental engagement in the life of the
school.
Home School Partnership Officers through their work in the Attainment Challenge have
created a ‘parent programme’ aimed at building parent confidence in supporting their
children’s literacy and numeracy.
Family link workers are working in partnership with nurseries, primary and secondary
schools and in communities to provide learning programmes which support parents and
carers to become more involved in their children ‘s learning and development in relation to
literacy, numeracy, health and wellbeing, attachment and engagement.
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Music
The Instrumental Music Service provides a wide variety of musical opportunities and
experiences for pupils within the broad spectrum of schools in North Lanarkshire.
Over 50 members of the instrumental and vocal teaching staff deliver music lessons on a
wide range of instruments and in a variety of formats, providing our your people with
quality tuition and equipping them with life skills as well as opportunities to find their
musical voice through new skills learned and performances at school and authority level.
Our staff of Kodàly choral specialists deliver a music curriculum through the medium of the
voice, using games, movement and fun activities to teach the building blocks of music to
around 4,500 primary pupils in all our primary schools each year. North Lanarkshire primary
schools have benefitted additionally from the input of our choral programme with many of
having choirs led by our Kodaly specialists. Several of our schools have won awards at the
annual Glasgow Music Festival including “Best Overall Choir”.

Children at Bargeddie primary learn about keeping time
Our team of instrumental staff visit all of our 23 high schools and over 100 primaries
offering lessons on a wide range of instruments including, brass, woodwind, strings,
bagpipes, harp and percussion. Presently around 2600 pupils are learning to play an
instrument with tuition provided during the school day through the Instrumental Music
Service.
The following graph from a representative section of primary 5 pupils who started playing
an instrument last year shows that as a result of music tuition they felt there had been a
significant increase in their confidence as well as in their concentration, musicianship and
enjoyment of music.
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Has your concentration, musicianship,
confidence or enjoyment of music increased?
40%

54%

My concentration increased My musicianship increased

74%

78%

My confidence increased

My enjoyment of music
increased

Secondary Schools
In our secondary schools 50% of the National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher Music exam is
performance based and success in this element of the course is heavily dependent on input
from our instrumental teaching staff.
Instrumental staff in schools also lead groups and ensembles such as bands, choirs, and
orchestras. These are a very welcome and valued part of the life of the school.
Authority Music Groups and Performance Opportunities
The Instrumental Music Service also provides rehearsal and performance opportunities for
instrumental and choral pupils. Each Friday after school, between October and March, over
500 pupils from primary and secondary schools throughout the Authority come together to
take part in the North Lanarkshire Schools’ Music Groups’ programme based in Coatbridge
High School. The Authority provides return transport from individual schools to Coatbridge
High for all participating pupils. Pupils have the opportunity to participate in a wide range of
music groups including our senior chorus, traditional music group, wind bands, orchestras
and pipe bands. Participation in these music groups also provides quality performance
opportunities for our young people. These include –
•

•

Two Christmas concerts in Motherwell Concert Hall that feature our 3 Wind Bands, 2
orchestras, senior chorus, Traditional Music Group, Jazz Orchestra, Pipe Band and
Rock Collective.
Our annual showcase concert that is held in Glasgow Royal Concert Hall which
showcases all the above groups as well as pupils from our ASN schools’ in our
Unidos do Samba project and our NL Primary Schools’ Choir.
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•
•

•

Our Summer Arts Festival gives a performance platform to pupils attending our ASN
schools and is this is always a hugely moving and uplifting occasion.
Our primary song writing concert allowed over 300 pupils from 8 primary schools to
perform and record songs they had written to a capacity audience in Motherwell
Concert Hall.
Rockfest - Battle of the Bands; last year’s event featured rock bands from 13 of our
high schools all vying for the title of Best Band.

Music in ASN
Within the authority there is a commitment to provide “Music for All” and this is supported
through specialist music provision in all of our ASN schools. The delivery of this programme
is tailored to suit the needs of individual schools and the young people taking part. These
sessions includes lessons on guitar, keyboard, percussion and Samba drumming.
North Lanarkshire Schools’ Pipe Band
Over the past few years our pipe bands have had resounding success and during this time
they have been crowned Scottish champions, British and European champions on two
occasions, RSPBA Champion of Champions 2018, and World Champions in 2016 and 2019
As a result of this success the Band attended the world-renowned Tartan Day Celebrations
in New York in April 2019 where they also had the honour to take part in the Tartan Day
Observance ceremony. This amazing opportunity provided our young people with a
platform to showcase their exceptional talent on the world stage.
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Teacher Professionalism
Student Teachers
North Lanarkshire Council has formed strong partnerships with all Scottish Initial Teacher
Education (ITE) establishments to ensure the smooth placement of student teachers in North
Lanarkshire schools. During 2018-2019 there were 625 primary, 538 secondary and 166
nursery student placements matched in NLC schools. As a result of the support provided and
the professional development and leadership opportunities on offer in Education & Families,
many of the students placed last session have returned to start as probationer teachers with
us in the 2019-2020 session.
Probationer Teachers
Last year, session 18-19, the authority had 184 Teacher Induction Scheme probationers across
both sectors; 75 in secondary and 109 in primary. There were also a number of probationers
working through the Flexible Route, 3 completing the Post Graduate and Masters Route and
7 Irish probationers completing the 2 year Masters’ Route – 4 in cohort 1 and 3 in cohort 2.
This year the authority has 219 Teacher Induction Scheme probationers across both sectors;
70 in secondary and 149 in primary. There are also a number of probationers continuing to
work through the Flexible Route. The three students, who started the Post Graduate and
Masters Route in session 18-19, will complete their probation by Easter 2020. The four Irish
probationers in cohort 1, who gained full registration in June 18, have now successfully
completed a masters in Inclusive Education at Glasgow University and will graduate in
December. The three Irish probationers in cohort 2 were successful in gaining full registration
in June 19 and have stayed with us as fully registered teachers while they complete the second
year of their masters.
The cohort comprises probationary teachers with a wide range of experience and skills, who
have taken advantage of the varied routes into teaching endorsed by the Scottish
Government and the General Teaching Council for Scotland. They represent a broad crosssector of ages, ethnic backgrounds and subject specialisms.
They came together in June for their Welcome Meeting and again in August for a full Induction
Day to prepare them for working in North Lanarkshire Council and contributing fully as new
members of staff in their schools.
As the year progresses, they will develop through honing their practice in situ and through a
comprehensive professional learning programme, provided by the service. The Teacher
Induction Programme in North Lanarkshire Council is carefully and considerately constructed
to address the contemporary issues in national educational reform, which have been taking
place over recent years. As Scottish Education continues to go through a significant period of
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change with an emphasis on continuing to build on improving the quality of educational
experiences and provision for our young people to result in improved lifestyle options and
increased attainment, the NLC Induction Programme is focussed on supporting and
developing teacher professionalism and capacity, now and in the future, to embrace this
challenge.
The programme consists of:
• provision to ensure compliance with national requirements
• individual target setting
• ongoing monitoring and tracking of progress locally and linking to national systems
• a balance of teaching commitment and professional learning activities (0.8 / 0.2
timetable)
• targeted and structured in school support from a named supporter including weekly
meetings and a series of classroom observations
• collaborative learning opportunities in individual schools, across sectors, in clusters
and / or in family groups
• professional learning provision through Probationer Core (compulsory) and Optional
Programmes and a Head Teacher, Coordinator and Supporter Programme
• support on an individual basis to struggling probationers and their schools
The programme builds the capacity of our new teachers ‘to have high levels of pedagogical
expertise, including deep knowledge of what they are teaching; to be self-evaluative; to be
able to work in partnership with other professionals; and to engage directly with wellresearched innovation’ (Donaldson, 2011: 84).
The programme has a strong current of provision to support probationary teachers’ in
developing their knowledge and understanding and their skills and abilities in key areas,
including literacy, numeracy and health and wellbeing.
A major part of this programme is the probationers’ involvement in a collaborative project
where they work in cross-sector groups to examine and explore aspects of their practice to
benefit pupil learning in their classes. The publication of their work online at
https://www.nlprobationers.co.uk, and the sharing of it with colleagues from various
departments across the authority, at a Showcase Event in June, forms the dual function of
celebrating the culmination of their successes in their induction year and moving them
forward as confident practitioners into their post-probationary year.
The NLC Learning Festival began on Tuesday 7th May 2019 and ran until Tues 10th June
2019.We had 36 open door offers from across the authority and 365 people signed up over
the month. A very broad range of sessions was on offer, from Early Years Froebel and the
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use of the environment to Secondary use of SAC and PEF resources to support
improvements in literacy, numeracy and health and well-being.
School Leadership
North Lanarkshire Council’s leadership framework outlines pathways for education staff and
recognises the need to develop current leadership capacity and prepare future leaders. It
highlights continuous lifelong professional learning (CLPL) opportunities to staff at all levels
and demonstrates the authority’s commitment to develop current and future leaders across
all levels of the organisation, incorporating the principles of We Aspire.
Self-Improving Schools
The North Lanarkshire self-improving school system was first established in 2015/16 and
continues to evolve and develop. The importance and potential impact of self-improving
schools cannot be underestimated; indeed, research evidence suggests that formal
collaboration between schools can play a significant role in pupils’ outcomes (Education
Governance: Next Steps, 2017).
Last session, there was a shift to a greater level of autonomy for Family Groups in relation to
the working of the self-improving schools (SIS) programme.
Family groups set shared priorities, and in these shared priorities, there was a clear increase
in family group’s confidence ratings after having a meeting which focused on them.
Family Group Leads continued to participate in a ‘Board’ which met during the course of the
year with the Executive Director and Heads of Service. This continued to facilitate
professional dialogue around key national and authority priorities.
Joint work with South Lanarkshire Council schools continued, as did the input from the
Robert Owen Centre and the University of Glasgow. Schools reported that this crossauthority collaboration positively impacted their practice and that of the practitioners
involved.
Last session, some family groups involved teachers in the programme, thus promoting
universal engagement in collaboration to ensure best outcomes for children and young
people.
Columba 1400 Head Teachers’ Leadership Academy
Thirty head teachers and senior school leaders have taken part in the Leadership Academy
since 2016. The Leadership Academy is Partnership with the Hunter Foundation and the
Scottish Government for Head Teachers and Aspiring Head Teachers. The Leadership
Academy provides a platform for head teachers and aspiring heads to make a real lasting
difference for themselves, their young people, their staff and their community as social
leaders. North Lanarkshire Council has formed strong links with Columba 1400, including
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inputs at our Leadership Festival. Our head teachers have spoken of the experience as
“career changing.”
Head Teacher Induction Programme
All newly appointed HTs to North Lanarkshire Council are involved in the Head Teacher
Induction Programme which includes a series of training sessions, delivered by experienced
school-based staff and officers, covering a range of practical leadership and management
issues.
Head Teacher Mentors
Six experienced head teachers were trained as mentors in 2018/19. Mentors are engaged in
mentoring and coaching sessions with all our recently appointed head teachers.
Education Scotland Leadership Courses
Eight Colleagues were awarded with the Into Headship Qualification in May 2019.
In session 2018/19, ten of our HTs undertook the Excellence in Headship and In Headship
courses. We are now working with these colleagues to cascade learning and to build
capacity in our system.
‘Aspiring’ Programmes
Our aspiring programmes offers insight, case studies and practical advice on dealing with
the day to day role and duties of successful head teachers, and senior and middle level
school leaders.
Our aspiring programmes included; Aspiring Depute Head Teachers, Aspiring Faculty Heads
and Aspiring Principal Teachers.
Secondary aspiring faculty heads have also been supported with a programme of full-day
and twilight sessions in order to prepare them for future career progression.
Numbers of aspiring leaders participating in leadership development opportunities in
2018/19.
Aspiring HTs - 15
Aspiring PTs and Faculty Heads - 36
Aspiring DHTs - 19
Aspiring School Leaders - 58
Coaching & Training - 26
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Masters Level Learning
In North Lanarkshire 32 teachers from both the primary and secondary sectors embarked on
Masters -level learning during session 2018-2019.
NIF WORKSTREAMS 2018/19
Assessment and
Moderation

Broad General
Education

The NIF Moderation and Assessment strategy group are in the
process of finalising Assessment and Moderation guidance for
schools, to be updated in light of the new terms issued by
Education Scotland. All clusters will be issued an audit of
engagement highlighting where they are in their journey. This
will also give an overview of the authority as a whole together
with next steps for future expectations. Examples of assessments
are being uploaded to myteam and schools will be able to access
the guidance and the paperwork to be used across the West
Partnership.
Having previously completed a draft paper on BGE entitlements
the BGE NIF group set out to provide support to schools in
ensuring that all young people access the 10 entitlements set out
in the Career Education Standard throughout their learner
journey.
The group has drafted a resource to be provided to schools
which sets out the "I can statements" for each CfE level, the skills
which relate to the statement and advice on activities and
resources which can be used to support young people in
achieving success. Colleagues from SDS joined the group
towards the end of the session. We also met with Education
Scotland to give our views as part of the consultation process on
the refreshed narrative on Scotland's curriculum. The group will
now work on the final version of the resource with a view to
distributing it to schools this session.

Digital Learning

The previous ICT Strategy NIF strategy group was re named to
focus on Digital teaching and learning approaches across our
establishments. The group have focus on developing a
Practitioners guide for leaders and managers in establishments
and a self-evaluation toolkit to support in their own
improvement journey.
This group will conclude their work this session and a new group
will focus on The Digital NL Classroom.
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Family Learning

This NIF group began with initial professional reading and an
audit of HGIOS?4 Q.I. 2.5 Family Learning was undertaken to
identify areas of strength and development. Through this audit it
was identified that capacity to support high quality family
learning opportunities and the subsequent sustainability
of these offers was a key concern. It has been agreed that
schools in the St Maurice's Cluster and the Greenfaulds Cluster
will work towards developing a shared delivery programme to
maximise resource and opportunities across the schools. The
success of this pilot model will be assessed prior to next steps
being identified.

Learning and Teaching The Learning and Teaching NIF group has compiled a draft
learning and teaching policy to ensure that we are meeting North
Lanarkshire’s expectation that all pupils are provided with the
highest quality of learning experiences which lead to high levels
of achievement, raise attainment and close the poverty related
gap. This will be shared across schools.
Senior Phase
Experiences

The Senior Phase NIF workstream has created a draft document
to encourage sharing good practice in regard to senior phase
experiences offered across NLC outwith the traditional
curriculum structure/consortia arrangements. The document
includes case studies of young people who have been engaged in
learning opportunities that further enhances their attainment
and achievement and how these have been accredited. The
document also shares curriculum rationale documents to assist
schools in their planning. The workstream is now aiming to
finalise the document this session to then make available to
schools throughout NLC.

Tracking, Monitoring
and Reporting

The NIF Workstream pertaining to Tracking, Monitoring and
Reporting is now at the stage of finalising the policy document,
the reporting templates for primary schools and also the
Achievement of a Curriculum for Excellence Level guidance for
schools. This session, all primary and secondary schools are
commencing the use of SEEMIS Progress and Achievement to
track and monitor pupil progress. Training has been held for
colleagues from all establishments and some secondary schools
have already reported using Progress and Achievement. We
envisage that the final documents will be approved and released
shortly after the October break.
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STEM

A number of sub groups have been set up to take forward
priorities set by the group. Development officers are also now in
place and CLPL events being organised with the additional
partnerships being established. Pilots are happening at cluster,
school and locality basis.

Tackling Poverty

Tackling Poverty NIF Workstream
The aim of the ‘Tackling Poverty’ NIF work stream is to provide
detail of actions which will be undertaken by Education and
Families as per the recommendations contained within the North
Lanarkshire – Local Child Poverty Action Report 2019.
These actions fall under these themes:
• Food Poverty
• School and Family Learning Centre Poverty
• Maximising Income
• Fuel and Material Poverty

Building Learning
Power

The group has focused on the following:
1. We have developed a shared understanding of Building
Learning Power within our group
2. We have created a vision of what a school community
suffused with learning power would look like, sound like and
feel like.
3. We have started work on a reading list connected with this
area.
4. We have sent a brief and robust working definition to all
schools.
5. We have gathered feedback from 26 schools.
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